We study (2 + 1) dimensional Dirac equation with complex scalar and Lorentz scalar potentials. It is shown that the Dirac equation admits exact analytical solutions with real eigenvalues for certain complex potentials while for another class of potentials zero energy solutions can be obtained analytically. For the scalar potential cases, it has also been shown that the effective Schrödinger-like equations resulting from decoupling the spinor components can be interpreted as exactly solvable energy dependent Schrödinger equations.
Introduction
Since the seminal work by Bender and Boettcher 1 there have been numerous investigation on PT symmetric as well as pseudo Hermitian quantum mechanics.
2
Initially most of the papers dealt with non Hermitian non relativistic quantum mechanics. Later the concept was extended to relativistic quantum mechanics as well. 3 In particular non Hermitian relativistic quantum mechanics can be realized in the field of optics. 4 It is generally believed that PT symmetry ensures that the spectrum is a real one unless PT symmetry is spontaneously broken. 5 However in a recent paper it has been shown that non PT symmetric Dirac equation too can admit real eigenvalues. 6 Here our objective is to demonstrate that Dirac equation with certain types of complex scalar potentials or electric fields can also admit real eigenvalues. In particular we shall examine two types of potentials -in one type of potentials all the energy eigenvalues can be found analytically while for the second type of potentials exact zero energy states can be found. It will also be seen that effective Schrödinger-like equations for the spinor components can be interpreted as exactly solvable energy dependent Schrödinger equations.
The model
The massless stationary Dirac-Weyl equation in the presence of a one-dimensional scalar potential V (x) is given by
where σ x,y are the Pauli spin matrices, Ψ is a two component spinor and c is the velocity of light.
Here we would like to consider the possibility of a real spectrum of Eq.(1) with a complex potential V (x). As V (x) depends only on x, one can assume the twocomponent Dirac wavefunction to be of the form:
The Dirac equation is then reduced to the following pair of coupled equations
where U = V /c and ǫ = E/c. It is interesting to note that Eqs. (3) and (4) are invariant under the following transformations:
This means that if the spinor ψ = e ikyy (ψ A , ψ B ) t is a solution for k y , then ψ = e −ikyy (ψ B , ψ A ) t is a solution for −k y (here "t" means transpose). That is, eignestates with opposite signs of k y are spin-flipped.
For k y = 0, Eqs. (3) and (4) are invariant under the changes ψ A ↔ ±ψ B , and the respective solutions are
It is worthy to note that in this case, the wave function ψ(x) is normalizable only in a finite domain if U (x) is real. For ψ(x) to be normalizable on a half-line or the whole line, U (x) need to be complex. For k y = 0, it is convenient to make the substitution ψ A = (ψ + + ψ − ) /2 and ψ B = (ψ − − ψ + ) /2. Eqs. (3) and (4) then become 
with energy-dependent effective potentials
In the following discussion we shall concentrate on the upper component ψ − . The wave function ψ + can be obtained from Eq. (6).
An Exactly solvable potential
In this section we consider an example whose spectra are real and exactly solvable.
Let us take
The potential U − (x) corresponding to the component ψ − is
This effective potential has the form of the Rosen-Morse I potential
whose energy eigenvalues are given by
The main difference is that here the potential (10) is energy-dependent. Comparing the corresponding terms lead to
We have included the subscript "n" to indicate the n-th eigenenergy. The eigenenrgies are thus given by
The corresponding wavefunction is
where
and P (α,β) n (y) are the classical Jacobi polynomials. 
Solvable zero energy states
In this section we shall present several examples of complex potentials for which zero energy (ǫ = 0) states can be found out analytically.
Example 1
First let us consider a very simple potential of the form
Then the effective potentials are given by
One may verify directly that
satisfy the eigenvalue equations
when k y = 0. Thus in this case the zero energy solution is non degenerate. However, ψ + does not approach zero as x → ±∞. So a viable solution for the system is to take the trivial solution namely, ψ + = 0 for the potential U + . This leads to ψ A = ψ B = ψ − , which is consistent with Eq. (5) with ǫ = k y = 0.
Example 2
Here we shall consider a complex potential U (x) such that the effective potential in the decoupled equations for the components would be a complex hyperbolic secant (or its variants) type potential. In the present case we take
Then from (9) we find
The potentials in (21) can be identified with complexified or more precisely PT symmetrized Scarf II potential of the form
The potential (22) is exactly solvable with energy eigenvalues (E n ) and wavefunctions (φ n ) given by
where P (a,b) n (x) denotes Jacobi polynomials. Now comparing U − (x) with (22) we find that
and that the momentum k y is no longer continuous but is quantized as
The above relation can be satisfied if k y = n = 0. Thus in this case the zero energy state is non-degenrate. Here we must take ψ A = ψ B = ψ − , where ψ − (x) = φ 0 (x) in Eq.(24) with n = 0 and A, B given in (25).
It is interesting to note that if we put λ = 0 in (20) we obtain the following effective potentials
As in the previous examples the potentials in (27) belong to the shape invariant category and are exactly solvable. The eigenvalues and the corresponding solutions can be obtained from (23) by appropriate change of parameters.
Example 3
Here we shall consider a potential of the form
which leads to the following effective potentials
These potentials are of the form
The potentials in Eq.(30) are quasi exactly solvable with a band edges of period π (if a is odd) (2π if a is even) exactly known. 10 Thus comparing the potentials in (29) and (30), one concludes that the Dirac equation with the complex potential (28) has a zero energy state (ǫ = k y = 0) with one (a = 1) band edge of period π.
Example 4
It may be noted that in the previous examples non hermiticity in the model was introduced via a complex coupling constant. However non hermiticity can also be introduced in a different way, namely via a complex coordinate translation. There are a host of examples 9 which can be treated in this way. As an example, a potential of this class can be taken as Then from (9) we find
It may be noted that the zero energy states of the potential (32) for µ = 0 have been investigated in a number of papers.
11 Quasi exact solvability of this potential has also been studied. 12 As in example 2, these potentials can be identified with complexified or more precisely PT symmetrized Scarf II potential in (22). Comparing U + (x) with (22) we get
As in the last example, here k y is quantized, and the zero energy state is degenerate with degeneracy [λ − 3/2].
Dirac equation with Lorentz scalar potential
In this section we shall briefly discuss Dirac equation with complex potential other than the scalar potential considered in Eq. (1). These other potentials are the Lorentz scalar potential and the vector potential. Bound states in massless Dirac equation with complex vector potential has recently been considered Ref. 13 . So here we will only discuss the Lorentz scalar case.
A (2 + 1)-dimensional Dirac Hamiltonian with a Lorentz scalar potential U (x) has the form (we set c = 1)
The potential U (x) is assumed to depend only on x. The corresponding Dirac equation can be cast into a pair of decoupled Schödinger equations. However, unlike the situation considered in Sect. 3, the effective potentials for the two components are not energy-dependent. Exact and quasi-exact solvability of this Dirac equation has been studied in Ref.14.
One would like to see the potential U (x) could be complexified yet giving a Dirac equation with only real energy eigenvalues. First let us recapitulate the way the Dirac equation with Hamiltonian (34) is reduced to a pair of decoupled Schödinger equations.
14 As U (x) depends on x only, the wave function can be written as
where k y is a real constant, and f ± are real functions of x. The Dirac equation becomes Next we transform the wave function by a unitary matrix T :
Then the Hamiltonian transforms as
and the Dirac equation becomes
which is exactly in the same form as Eq. (8). Such form is the factorized, or the supersymmetric form discussed in Ref. 9 , with U (x) playing the role of the so-called superpotential. By fitting U (x) in Eq. (8) with the superpotential listed Table 4 .1 of Ref. 9 , one finds that there are four cases for which U (x) can be complexified wtth real energies. These cases are:
Here the parameters A, B and C are real numbers. The main characteristics of these four cases is that the energy eigenvalues depend only on one of the parameters, i.e., A, in U (x). This allows one to complexify the other parameters, namely, B to B + iC. The corresponding wave functions can be obtained from those given in Table 4 .1 of Ref. 9 by the corresponding complexification.
Summary
In this work we have considered (2 + 1)-dimensional PT -symmetric Dirac equation with a number of complex scalar potentials, either exactly or quasi-exactly solvable. In all the cases the solvable eigenstates were determined exactly and the energy eigenvalues were found to be real. Also the coupled equations of the two components of the Dirac spinor were shown to be reducible to a pair of decoupled Schrödinger-like equation, but with energy-dependent potential. Thus these equations furnish examples of exactly solvable energy dependent potentials.
We have also briefly outlined exactly solvable Dirac equation with complex Lorentz scalar potentials.
